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News update
Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey said the risk premium on UK assets since
September is “pretty much gone” but that confidence remains fragile.

European Central Bank Governing Council member Pablo Hernandez de Cos said big
increases in borrowing costs will continue as officials look to further bring down
Eurozone inflation.

China’s GDP grew by 3% in 2022. The GDP growth number did miss the official target of
around 5.5% set in March. In 2021, China’s growth had rebounded by 8.4% from just
2.2% growth in 2020.

The RBI in its State Finances Report said that Indian states are seeing an improvement
in their financial position and should focus on consolidating debt even further. Based
on the study of states’ budgets for the year to March 2023, India’s provinces have
budgeted a combined gross fiscal deficit of 3.4% of gross domestic product. That is
lower than the 4% target set by the federal government. The budgeted debt-GDP ratio
of states, however, continues to remain significantly higher, the RBI said.

The RBI proposed a framework for adoption of an 'expected loss-based' approach for
provisioning by banks. Presently, banks are required to make loan loss provisions
based on an 'incurred loss' approach, which used to be the standard globally till
recently.

India’s merchandise exports contracted 12.2% YoY in December to USD 34.48bn as
slowing external demand amid recession fears in developed economies continued to
weigh on outbound shipments. Imports last month also contracted 3.46% to
USD58.24bn, amid falling commodity prices. The trade deficit widened to USD 23.76bn,
against USD 21.06bn in November last year.

WPI inflation for December decelerated to a 22-month low at 4.95% on the back of a
higher base and the easing of price pressure for food and manufactured products. In
November 2022, WPI stood at 5.85%. In December 2021, it was at 14.27%.

Major events of the day: RBI will hold state-government bond auctions; Bank of India,
Delta Corp., ICICI Lombard, ICICI Prudential, Mastek, Metro Brands, Network18 among
companies reporting earnings.
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Equity indices Current level Previous close Change % One month ago

S&P500 3999.09 3983.17 0.40 3852.36

Dow Jones 34302.61 34189.97 0.33 32920.46

FTSE 100 7860.07 7794.04 0.85 7332.12

Nikkei 225 26160.22 25822.32 1.31 27527.12

Hang Seng 21527.39 21746.72 -1.01 19450.67

Shanghai 
Composite 3219.68 3227.59 -0.25 3167.86

Kospi 50 2385.89 2399.86 -0.58 2360.02

Sensex 60369.70 60092.97 0.46 61337.81

Nifty50 17966.70 17894.85 0.40 18269.00

Govt  yields Current level Previous close Change % One month 
ago

US 10-yr 3.53 3.50 0.74 3.48

UK 10-yr 3.38 3.36 0.53 3.32

Japan 10-yr 0.50 0.51 -1.18 0.25

Germany 10-yr 2.17 2.17 0.28 2.15

India Govt 30-
yr 7.37 7.37 0.11 7.43

India Govt 10-
yr 7.34 7.33 0.18 7.28

India Govt 5-yr 7.19 7.17 0.33 7.14
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Corp yields: 
India

Current level Previous close Change % One month ago

AAA 10-yr
7.67

7.64 0.42 7.66

AAA 5-yr 7.56 7.52 0.47 7.58

AAA 3-yr 7.56 7.52 0.51 7.42

AAA 1-yr 7.62 7.60 0.33 7.41

Global FX rates
Current level Previous close Change % One month ago

DXY 102.40 102.20 0.19 104.70

EUR/USD 1.0829 1.0822 0.06 1.0586

GBP/USD 1.2198 1.2194 0.03 1.2148

USD/JPY 128.64 128.58 0.05 136.60

USD/INR 81.80 81.62 0.23 82.87

AUD/USD 0.6974 0.6955 0.27 0.6685

USD/CNY 6.7615 6.7382 0.35 6.9740

Gold (USD/oz) 1910.99 1916.02 -0.26 1793.08

Brent (USD/bbl) 83.64 83.06 0.70 78.65
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Money market India
Current level Previous close

Call money rate 6.12 6.21

CBLO rate
6.05 6.13

Call traded volume (INR bn)
138.7 122.9

Net banking system liquidity 
injection (+)/absorption(-) 
(INR bn)

-401.5 -768.8

T-bills

91-days 6.41 6.43

182-days 6.81 6.80

364-days 6.82 6.82
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particular needs of any recipient; and (iii) may contain forward looking statements, which may be
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representation as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of any information contained herein or
otherwise provided and hereby disclaim any liability with regard to the same. The recipient of the
information should take necessary steps as they deem necessary prior to placing reliance upon it.

Nothing contained in this report, shall constitute or be deemed to constitute an offer to sell/purchase
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entity. This report, is intended solely for an authorised personnel of Yubi and may contain proprietary,
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report, is not the intended recipient and has received this transmission in error, please immediately
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+91-9819429398 and delete this report, from your system. Please also note that Yubi and/or its
affiliates, is unable to exercise control or ensure or guarantee the integrity of/over the contents of the
information contained in report and / or attachments and that any views expressed in this report
and/or attachments are not endorsed by/binding on Yubi.
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